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Interferometry has to this day been an essential diagnostic on any medium to large scale fusion experiment,
primarily due to its resilience and “simplicity”. These properties are quintessential for the diagnostic principle’
s success and establish it as the primary density control diagnostic onmost fusionmachines so far. Polarimetry
is a natural extension to the interferometer concept, which can often be added to the interferometer optics
with minor additional effort. It is often used as an additional information source to correct measurement
errors.
Going towards the reactor scale, these diagnostics face significant challenges, which includemirror protection,
fringe jump resilience, drift mitigation and relativistic corrections. Despite the increasing challenges, IR-
interferometry/polarimetry still plays an important role in the current design concept of the European DEMO.
Notably, the IR-
interferometer/polarimeter is envisaged to contribute to density (profile) control, vertical position control and
MHD activity detection[1].
In this work we present design considerations for the IR interferometer/polarimeter design, which have been
conducted using the TRAVIS code[2]. Equilibria based on the current “orange case”scenario, which optimizes
ramp-rates in separatrix power and Greenwald fraction, have been used[3, 4]. The presented simulations
approximate a synthetic diagnostic and investigate effects such as refraction, relativistic errors and sensitivity
during the ramp-up and flat-top phase of a DEMO discharge. The current design based on the simulation
results are discussed.
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